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About This Game

Welcome to the lab! Your mission is simple. Solve increasingly difficult puzzles to collect orbs and unlock items and new
challenges. Want more? Head to the level editor to make your own creations to share with the world. Search from an online

repository of challenges people have published.

This game is VR enabled. If you have a VR headset, you can play and create puzzles entirely in virtual reality. Don't have a VR
headset? No worries! The game plays perfectly well in a traditional desktop environment.

Features

 47 in box puzzles with ramping difficulty

 Built in level editor to create and share your own creations
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 Search, play, and rate user created puzzles online

 Over 36 unique entities to play with
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A great classic game.
Game is chinese themed and has a wide variety of Kung Fu styles to choose from and different clans to join.
If you want a chinese MMO this is most likely better than Age of wushu.

 Been playing it since 2007 so don't mind the hour count (which is broken for everyone btw).

. This game was good, but it has now crashed and was told I could not get a refund because I played the game a lot. I thought
that was the idea of buying the game!!!!!

. Graphics and Animations are very sweet and adorable in this Game, just as usual for Team17!
Single- and Multiplayer are fun to play, and nice Tactics can be built up!

Warning: The Game is getting boring pretty fast, and unlocking some Achievements takes Hours of boring, repetitious playing,
so do not expect an extended Amount of Fun!. It can't go fullscreen and reqires a scroll mechanism to fit the entire GUI even
though the scroll could've been avoided if the game could go fullscreen. Not that I'd want my entire screen to be filled with this
game, it looks and sounds like a game from the early 2000's. I gave up after eight minutes of play as I couldn't figure out how
the GUI worked even with the tutorial's help. Battle is repetitive and boring, just point and shoot until one of you falls. Overall,
even free to play, would not and could not recommend.. got game free .... ideal master!!. I'm still dead.. On the surface, this
product provides an arcade-ey kind of flight simulator.

Unfortunately, it only goes skin deep.

The product is very buggy:

-Any aircraft (except for yourself?) can get randomly stuck in terrain. Good luck destroying an enemy aircraft that, according to
radar, is 16 km away, yet got stuck in the earth. Ordering my wingman to destroy it resulted in said wingman pointing his
aircraft straight at the sky.

-Aircraft sometimes ripple fire (4-6!) missiles for no reason.

-Mission design ranges from very good to quite terrible. I don't like the idea of spending three times the time on the game
because 3 missions are ridiculously hard.
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a really pretty & cute little puzzle game. i enjoyed it muchly~. This was an OK visual novel. However, the price is too high for
what the game entails, so only get it on sale. There are better visual novel based games on Steam for a better price, but as I said
this one was OK.. Serious Sam in Wonderland!. Boorish, nonsensical walking simulator-puzzler

Lake Ridden's premise sets the scene for something dreary and whimsical. In the year 1988, a woman named Marie is out in the
woods camping with others. Marie's little sister, Sofia, runs off and disappears into the misty wood, forcing the former to look
for her. The story then slowly unravels sequence-by-sequence into a garbled affair with invisible spirits who force Marie into
doing busywork fetchquests and solving a variety of puzzles. The sombre tale ends happily, but without explicit clues of what
just happened. This is partly because of the presentation, or lack off it thereof, since all the characters are invisible. Marie also
has no body of own. Sofia is only briefly seen at the beginning of the game. With the spirits not having a shape in most of the
scenes, it is difficult to feel invested and emotionally attached to the story. Most of the story is presented with a voice-over style
commentary, leaving much of it for the player to imagine. Perhaps this design choice was dictated by lack of funds, time
constraints, or something else. All in all, a voice-over story exposition commentary just doesn't cut the mustard, especially with
practically no visible characters on the screen at any time.

The audiovisual design is good. The game can look great during the night scenes with foggy woods, gardens full of thorns, and
abandoned shacks just standing in time. There are some fps drops during sequences when the player enters from one location to
another (for e.x. climbs into an attic of a house), but these are nothing to be worried about. The ambient, peaceful musical score
accompanies the game perfectly whether you are searching your surroundings or trying to figure out a solution to a tricky
puzzle.

The puzzles themselves are, sadly, a hit-or-miss affair. The 9 optional puzzle boxes represent some of the most entertaining
puzzle design in the game, but can be skipped entirely if wanted. The gains to be had here are just some bits of story exposition
which are not crucial to the plot. The other puzzles are largely divisive. Some of them are tedious and plain annoying, like door
lock puzzles with round discs. With these, you have a disc with many spinning outer layers which need to be spun correctly to
make a sign or figure. There are a bunch of others varying from sensible and understandable to the kinds which make you use a
guide or a wiki. I had to check a guide for some of the puzzles, and even watching the right solution I still had no idea what kind
of logic the game devs were trying to follow. The logic at display was very skewed at best. Granted there is a hint system in
place. You are not penalized for using this, but the system ultimately fails to provide insight into the puzzles when it's most
desperately needed. Especially later on, the game has a knack for making the player run around collecting items and doing
fetchquest busywork that amounts to annoying padding of the overall length.

The price is also a point of contention. For a meager 6 hours, 20 euros is a rather steep price. There is practically no replay value
here whatsoever, with anyone being able to get 100% of the achievements pretty easily on the first run.

Altogether, Lake Ridden looks and sounds good, but falls short of any sort of greatness because of its tedious puzzle design,
arbitrary story with no visible on-screen characters, and a high price point. If you absolutely must experience this trip, do so only
during a deep, deep sale.

Pros:
+ Beautiful audiovisual presentation
+ Some great puzzles

Cons:
- Lacklustre, humdrum story which is not even properly presented on-screen
- High price for only 6 hours
- Counterintuitive puzzle design
- Fetchquests. Was a good gag, but I don't think ski games are ready for VR lol.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=LsVueAHZtms. My brother laughed when I bought this game. I wish I was able to laugh
at myself now.. Simply so bad that is pointless to describe all the bugs, errors, strange behaviors of it...

Also, is pretty short, for a 15 \u20ac adventure game!

And the graphics is at least 10 years old, possibly more!
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Could be a really nice story, the only strong point, but... overall a poor attempt.

Update: Way to the Rift (Preview):
Hello everyone! I am glad to announce that the Way to the Rift update is going forward :)

I can't spoil everything, but I can show something that I find is interesting.

This is new a summon orb.

Before you want to summon.
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And now when you fight unquie creatures you get more easily rare rewards.
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And the new Rift feature
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I am not sure when I gonna release this update, but I really hope about 1 - 2 weeks.. Hack the Core – DLC Sale and Belarusian
translation!:
The Donation DLC is on sale at 40% for 7 days.

A new translation had been added, thanks to Aliaksandr Haradzetski.
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A typo had been fixed in Italian.

. Happy Birthday to the Red Army!:
- For 1 week all premium account, with all its features
- For players with a premium account, everything is accelerated 4 times. Quixer Available On November 2nd!:
While I'm getting everything ready for release, you're welcome to ask questions or post comments here : 
https://steamcommunity.com/app/941490/discussions/0/1730963192534948576

I'll be lurking around until then . NEW GAME, 2019:
First, you could date Cthulhu.
Then, you could date Shakespeare.

Now, we bring you.... the ability to date a dragon.

The ultimate dating experience.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/845960/Furries__Scalies__Bears_OH_MY/

We're excited to see how it does, given how it is our first contracted game.

Was coming next month. Now January.. FreezeNova Community:
Discord: https://discord.gg/AB4CyKc
Steam Group: https://steamcommunity.com/groups/FreezeNova
Steam Developer: https://store.steampowered.com/developer/FreezeNova
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FreezeNovaGames/
Website: https://freezenova.com/
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